Dear Pegasus families,
I hope you are all well and having lots of fun doing your home learning.
It is very strange being away from school but fortunately, I can see all of the
amazing learning you have been completing online and I’m very proud of you for
trying your best. Congratulations Shyla, on getting one hundred percent on your
last twenty quizzes on Bug Club! Remember to check your Bug Club every day
because I look at your learning on a Friday to see who needs more books. Well
done Aarav and Oscar on your fabulous efforts on Education City, I am so
impressed with your brilliant learning!
I’ve been trying to keep very busy during this time away from school
and have been using my time very productively. I am making YouTube videos
for you to practise your phonics and maths at home with your grown-ups and
telling some stories online. Luckily, my flatmate and I are both healthy and we
have been doing daily exercises together. I love the PE with Joe videos and I
especially enjoy that it’s like a PE lesson for the nation.
Interestingly, I’m learning how to do the splits like some of
the girls in our class! So far, I’ve been practising for almost
one month and I’m getting quite close now. I even found some
spare art materials and have been practising drawing different
pictures using felt tip pens. Here is a picture of a daffodil that
I created and some animals that I’ve tried.
I’ve been reading some of my books for you on YouTube and so far I think my favourites have been ‘Sophia
Sparks’ by Elanor Best and ‘Molly Maybe and the Monster Mission’ by Kristina Stephenson. Sophia is an inventor
and she thinks her giant blue bow helps her with her amazing creativity and ideas. I really liked reading the story
because I think it’s important that we keep on inventing over the
half term, I only wish I was as good at it as Sophia is. Molly on
the other hand, has an amazing tree house that transports her to
the Undermunder and she investigates who has been digging holes
all over her next door neighbour’s garden. I thought the ending
was especially funny and I love the idea of having a talking dog!
If you have some spare time you could go and watch the videos
of the story on YouTube and tell me what you think about them.
Here is a link to the Sophia Sparks video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7kQOmqYxxw&list=PLKZXzWZNoR3VAWsrSa_cyN9hC_rmr9JR
P&index=9&t=319s

Fantastically, I have a really bright room and lots of skylights as you can see from my picture and that lets
the sunlight stream through the windows all day
long, so I have enjoyed sitting in the sun with my
flatmate and talking to my friends and family on my
computer and phone. Here is a picture of my family
on a group video chat. My mum, dad, brother,
cousin and I all got together virtually to stay safe
together but in separate countries. Have you been
able to video call any of your friends or family?
Missing you lots,
Miss Walters

